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almost 17,500 records in total. The files are added annually and can be found online at: http://hdl.handle.net/10065/1848 
 
The Register, and Theses in Progress, are compiled and maintained as a source of current and past research on the 
Commonwealth, and also as a point of contact between candidates for higher degrees in British universities. Readers of 
this directory may be interested to know about the Commonwealth Scholarship Commission Professional Networks, set 
up to encourage communication on themes of relevance across the Commonwealth. These Networks are open to past 
and current Commonwealth Scholars, and to anyone with an interest in the respective fields. More information on the 
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The contribution made by these individuals is enormous; the Institute is profoundly grateful for their assistance. The 
universities who contributed to this compilation, either by correspondence or by making information available on their 
websites, are listed at Appendix 2. 
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COMMONWEALTH AND GENERAL 
________________________________________________________________________ 
(CS indicates Commonwealth Scholar)
 
ASHMORE, Paul 
Development policy and the British Empire 






Memory, myth and forgetting: the British Atlantic slave trade, 





The Commonwealth and development/poverty reduction 





Group process and influence strategies in an international 
organisation: achieving consensus within the Commonwealth 
Prof J Manor 




CHINA, C A  
The post colonial voice of indigenous women writers 
Prof W Gould 




British leisure travel within the empire during the 19th century 





Science, collections, and empire: the Kew Museum of 
Economic Botany  
Prof F Driver 





British imperial policy and the India route: Imperial Airways, 
1918-1932  





Iron fist or an armour against the future? Intelligence gathering 
and policing in the Colonial Office territories: the view from the 
Police and Intelligence and Security Departments of the 
Colonial Office, 1955-1966 
Dr S Stockwell 




Supporting the West Indian trade in the British Empire, 1770 - 
1838 








Social meaning and impact of Empire Day in both British and 
colonial contexts 




FERNANDEZ CARBAJAL, Alberto 
An exploration of E M Forster's legacy in post colonial writing 





Colony and Empire: cholera epidemics in the nineteenth-
century Canada and Britain  






Location, race and constructed identity: a cultural exposition of 
white émigré identities during the decline of the British Empire 






The scientific cultures of the British Colonial Forest Service 
and its postcolonial transformation 






The war reporting of British and Commonwealth forces during 
the Second World War 




HARVEY, Elizabeth A 
Philanthropy in Birmingham and Sydney, 1860-1914: class, 
gender and race 





Propaganda, pride and prejudice: re-contextualising the 
Empire Marketing Board posters in Manchester Art Gallery -






What motivated individuals to serve in the British Empire, 
1900-1960? 














British ideas of medicine and hygiene in the tropical colonies, 
1870-1914  
Prof M Harrison 











The role of the first language in second language teaching and 
learning 
Prof A Holliday 
Canterbury Christ Church  
 
LEAKEY, Kyela 
The role of the chief justice in the Commonwealth  




Past and present law and future reform of the UK prohibition 
against financial assistance for the acquisition of shares by a 
third party in public limited liability companies: a comparative 
study the EU, US and Commonwealth 




MacQUARRIE, Aisling  
The contribution private fur traders made towards the 
development and consolidation of the British Empire and the 
role of Aberdeenshire and the North East 





The mission family in discourse and practice, 1840-1900 





McCARTNEY, Gerry  
Maximising the positive health impact of the 2014 
Commonwealth Games 











Archaeologies of rivalry: telecommunications technologies and 
the administration of the British Empire (1860-1930) 




The dark side of international politics: a study of slavery and 
colonialism through international and world society 





British imperial pressure groups, 1930-1960 





Warfare, state and empire: British expansion and the East 
India Company, c. 1770-1815 






The British Empire and the hajj, 1860-1939 





Not so bad as it seems: patterns of British diplomatic influence 
in the 1970s 
Prof R Holland 




SPENCE, Daniel Owen 
Race, nationalism and strategy in colonial navy-building, 1931-
1975 





Cinchona (Quinine) and Empire 





Anti-colonialism around the Atlantic world: African and 
Caribbean peoples in Britain and France, c.1920–60 
Dr D Lambert 




Company culture: the East India Company and scholarship 
Prof L Jardine 





The nature of Japanese/British imperialism through the 
concept of territorialisation 















ABONGO, Carren A 
International human rights bodies and customary law, in the 





The new wave of African writers 





The socio-economic effects of debt on development in sub-
Saharan Africa 





War and exile in African women's fiction 





Economic impact on debt relief in Africa 





HIV testing among African and Caribbean youth 




BANDA, Janet L (CS) 
The relevance and adaptability of the orthodox neo-liberal 





Poverty and sustainable economic growth in Africa  




BAWA, Muhammad  
The right to development under the African Charter on Human 











The role of women in sub-Saharan African cinema   





Sustainable profitable ventures in African markets: 
partnerships between NGOs, local communities and 





An immuno-epidemiological study of children in eight sites in 
six African countries 




BROWN, La Tasha 
The universal being the local without walls: yaad/yard hip hop 





Conservation, communities and international volunteering in 
sub-Saharan Africa 





Marine protection in Africa 





Sub-Saharan African animation  





The impact of programmes to control human African 
trypanosomiasis (sleeping sickness) due to Trypanosoma 
brucei gambiense 





eDegree influence on career identity and decisions: an African 
perspective 





Good governance in developing countries: south east Asia and 
Africa 





Reproductive and neonatal health outcomes amongst 
overweight women (BMI ≥25 kg/m2) in sub-Saharan Africa 





DA COSTA, Peter 
Inside Africa's development regime: how experts shape policy 




DATAY, Mohammed Ishaaq  







DAVY, E E 
Educating the Afrikan child: an action research study with 
parents and schools 




DOEPELl-HARDY, Sam  
Compromised objects: African objects, intercultural translations 




DUTTON, Adam John 
An economic and ecological study of the conservation and 
sustainable use of the African lion 
Prof D Macdonald 




The impact of financial development on economic growth and 
poverty reduction in sub-Saharan Africa 






Access to affordable assisted reproductive technologies: the 
rights of involuntarily childless women in the developing world 
[Africa] 




EJIMS, Okechukwu  
ICSID - stepping stone or stumbling block to foreign direct 





The African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child: 
framework for juvenile justice 





African conventions on conservation of nature and natural 
resources 





Managing climate change and other risks to improve water 
supplies for the urban poor in Africa  





Mechanisms of changing hydrology and mega lakes in 
quaternary Africa 




FERRAO, Rodney Benedito 
Goan identity in novels that connect India, Africa and the West 







FERRETJANS, Marian Urbina 
Policy learning between China and the West on welfare and 
social policy in Africa: is the Chinese “model” of aid changing 
Western development policy in the continent? The case study 






Household credit markets [in Africa] 





FIKRE, Belachew Mekuria 
Rule of law, development and property rights in an era of 
globalisation: the African perspective 






The careers of nurses from Africa living and working in the UK 






Getting the APSA in shape: contribution of peace training 
facilities to regional integration in Africa 






The application of discourse analysis to the African novel 





Urban geography and state development in sub-Saharan 
Africa 






Possibility of labour-intensive industry in Africa: comparison of 
the garment industry with Asian low income countries 





Influence of distance on health service use for childbirth and 
on neonatal mortality in low-income countries 






Econometric assessment of the impact of power sector 
reforms in Africa:  a study of the generation, transmission, and 










GEHART, Sebastian  
The global and African politics of aid and accountability 





GOFFE CALDEIRA, Shelly 
Scottish freemasonry and its interactions with Africa, the 




GURHAN, Abdilahi  
The inter-linkages between financial liberalisation, capital flight 
and economic growth in sub-Saharan Africa   










Out of Africa and back again: tracing the origins of the 
mitochondrial M1 haplogroup and its role in modern African 
genetic diversity  





Exploring alternative approaches to the monitoring and 
evaluation of information communication technology for 
education (ICT4E) initiatives in sub-Saharan Africa 
Prof T Unwin and Dr M Selinger 




Wilfred Cantwell Smith's theory of scripture related to the use 
of the bible in African Anglicanism  






From government to governance: good governance and 





Rethinking international law in the context of postcolonial 
Africa  






Ethnic conflict in sub-Saharan Africa  




KALYATI, Milika Yvonne  
"New" capital flows to Africa: an assessment of the revitalised 
Sino-African economic relations 








Optimal interventions for better health outcomes in sub-
Saharan Africa with particular focus on child mortality: the 
impact of targeted approaches where aid agencies take the 






The past, present and future of African cinema 
Dr A Spicer, Ms B Hawkins and Ms E Elsey 
West of England 
MPhil/PhD 
 
KARUGURAMA, Richard Lebero 
The international legal framework for foreign investment 
protection: an analysis of bilateral investment treaties in Africa 





Tudor and early Stuart perceptions of Africa and Africans, 
1500-1640 
Dr N Davidson and Dr C Holmes 




Informality and its implications for poverty in sub-Saharan 
Africa 




The interaction between the African elephant (Loxodonta 
africana africana) and the African honeybee (Apis melifera 





Building capabilities in sub-Saharan Africa: S&T policy lessons 
from the viewpoint of the receptor country 
Prof A Wood 




Hunger in African literature 












Trade, institutions and poverty in developing countries [in sub-
Saharan Africa] 






The interaction of global and regional international law in the 
area of reproductive health and its repercussions on national 
laws of sub-Saharan African countries 













Contemporary African art: communication to the wider public 
through art criticism 





LOKONGO, Antoine Roger  






Ireland, Africa and development in the 20th century 





Fertility decline in sub-Saharan Africa 




MALKAMAKI, Markku  
Can financial institutions in Africa reach further into remote 





MALTA, Miguel Curado 
Strategies and policies of food security in Africa 












MARSDEN, C D 
MHC [major histocompatibility complex] and fitness in African 
wild dogs 






The quest for legitimate government and social justice: the 





MARTINS, Pedro M G 
Understanding the macroeconomic challenges in Africa: the 
impact of scaling up aid flows 









MATAMBA, Didier  
Aidless development framework for sub-Saharan Africa: an 
alternative approach  





Global public health organisations as they pertain to the 
delivery and marketing of medical services in Africa 





Alternative dispute resolution at emerging stock exchanges: a 
model for African exchanges  
Prof G Walker 




Trade, investment and growth nexus in sub-Saharan Africa: 
diagnosis and prognosis 





MISSOURI, Montré Aza  







The role of the media in peacebuilding in post-conflict societies 
with special reference to Africa 





Radio in good governance and sustainable development in 
Africa 





Henry Morton Stanley and the late-Victorian literature of 
exploration 




MURRAY-BRUCE, Freda Ruth 
The WTO panel decisions on the illegal American and EU 
agricultural subsidies and its implications for economic 
development for Africa 





Development macroeconomics, public finance and growth in 
sub-Saharan Africa 
Oxford, St Anne's 
DPhil 
 
NAIDOO, Inbarani  










Access to essential medicines in sub-Saharan Africa: national, 







Mobile technologies in rural development: an African context 
Prof T Unwin 




NMAJU, Mba Chidi  
Fragmentation or coherence in international criminal law and 
practice: a comparative study of international criminal tribunals 
in Africa and national practices [Rwanda and Sierra Leone] 
Dr P Okowa 
London, Queen Mary 
MPhil/PhD 
 
ODUMOSU, Odutayo Josiah 
Iconographies of African people in 18th and 19th century 
English satirical prints   




OGUNKAH, Ibuchim Bobo 
Green architecture in tropical regions (Africa) 





A panel data analysis of corruption, capital flight, poverty and 
economic growth dynamics in sub-Saharan Africa 




OKOGBULE, Nlerum Sunday 
Impact of globalisation(s) on the development of human rights 
norms in Africa  






Transgressing boundaries: gender, identity, culture, and 'other' 
in postcolonial women's narratives in Africa 




ONYEKWENA, Chukwuka  
Foreign direct investment in Africa: spillovers, determinants 
and crowding effects 





Modernity versus traditions in African management: the 





Modelling exchange rate behaviour and assessing its impact 
on trade: a case study for three African countries  






The onset and magnitude of civilian victimisation in African civil 
wars, 1989-2007  





The geographies of contemporary African art 





The socio-cultural aspect of the production and consumption of 
African red slip ware 




The political economy of the African group: coalition bargaining 
in the WTO 




PRICHARD, Wilson R S (CS) 
Taxation and state-society relations in sub-Saharan Africa 






Biotechnology, science and Africa in the international biosafety 
regime 






Confounding modernisation: development and democracy in 
sub-Saharan Africa 










African ape sanctuaries: a window into the bushmeat trade and 
implications for conservation 










RYAN, Casey M 
Carbon dynamics and biomass burning in African miombo 
woodlands 













A critical discourse analysis study of European Union policies 
on trade with African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries 
(between 1st Jan 2007 and Dec 2008) 




SCOTT, Philippa  
An investigation into linkages between security of tenure and 
urban sanitation development in a number of African cities 





Reggae music as an expression of pan-African consciousness 






Land and conflict in sub Saharan Africa and South Asia 
Oxford, St Antony's 
MPhil/DPhil 
 
SUKATI, Mphumuzi A 
EU ethanol markets and trade potential for sub-Saharan Africa  






Impacts on African countries by aid policies 





THORESON, Ryan Richard 





Scramble for Africa’s oil: a blessing or a curse for African 
states? 




VAN BOCKHAVEN, Vicki 
Collecting and representation of African cultures  





Power relations between the European Union and the African, 
Caribbean, and Pacific group of states in the areas of aid, 




Histone deacetylases in Trypanosome brucei, a protozoan 
parasite which causes human infections in Africa 





Discourse analysis of political talk and text regarding the 
Chinese foreign policy with Africa 





Anti-colonialism around the Atlantic world: African and 
Caribbean peoples in Britain and France, c.1920–60 
Dr D Lambert 




Carbon dynamics in African miombo woodlands 





Who is reporting Africa now? The changing relationship 
between international NGOs and mainstream broadcast 





Justice, globalisation and construction of insecurity in Africa 




YANGA, Martina L 






YOUSUF, Khalil  
An effective legal framework to facilitate distributed generation 
and clean water projects in African least developed countries 





A comparative analysis of African women writers 
(Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Tsitsi Dangarembga, Yvonne 
Vera) 
































An integrated survey design for schistosomiasis, soil-
transmitted helminths, lymphatic filariasis and onchocerciasis 
combined with those for malaria [Kenya and southern Sudan] 




Darfur in condominium Sudan, 1916-1956 













Cameroon ● Gambia ● Ghana ● Nigeria ● Sierra Leone 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
AMEEN, Bashir Ayodele 




ARSAN, Andrew Kerim 
Lebanese migrants in French and British West Africa, 1890-
1960 




Controls on the development and evolution of the Cameroon 
Line, West Africa 





The culture of exploration: British expeditions to northern 
Nigeria, 1822-1827  





Migration, mobility and borders: the EU and West African 
migrants 





The interaction of climatic variability and development in West 
Africa 






British material culture in West Africa, c. AD 1600-1800 






The process of decolonisation in the Gold Coast/Ghana (and 
possibly Nigeria) and the role of money and other symbols and 
tools of nationalism in the nation-building process 





Dynamics of West African weather systems  






Regional security: a new opportunity for multilateral 
cooperation between the European Union and West Africa? 











The importance of fractal geometry in the development of 
settlements in West Africa 



















The role of conflict resolution: NGOs in two West African civil 
war peace processes  
Prof J Alexander 
Oxford, St Antony's 
DPhil 
 
KLYTON, Aaron Chaim van  





A handmade future: exploring the impact of design on the 
production and consumption of contemporary African crafts as 
a tool for sustainable development 




MBAYE, Jenny Fatou 
Hip hop music in West Africa: individual entrepreneurship and 
social development 












The movement and settlement motivations of regional 
combatants in West Africa: implications for regional security 
and peacebuilding 





Shallow geohazards on the West Africa margin 





The role of regionalism in postconflict reconstruction and 




PEDERSEN, Jennifer L 
Sisters resist! Women’s peace activism in West Africa and 
North America 






The role of bushmeat within livelihoods of cocoa farmers in the 
Sefwi Wiawso District 






How significant is the resource curse in the West African gold 
mining economy? 






Human migration as a result of climatic change and drought in 
West Africa  






Developing countries' perspectives of environmental regulation 







The character of the state in financial development and 
economic growth [West African] 




WALISZEWSKI, Wojciech Simon 
Exploring varietal differences in Thaumatococcus daniellii 




















Ocular chlamydia trachomatis in trachoma control programmes 








Monitoring temporal and spatial changes in malaria 
transmission and disease in the Gambia 









An evaluation of the efficacy of Hepatitis B vaccination in 
childhood: the Gambia Hepatitis Intervention Study 













The state and the north-south inequality in Ghana 




ABO, Paul Beddu 
Work-family interference among Ghanaian women in higher 
status occupations within the finance, education and health 
sectors 





Preventing the resource-curse in an emerging African oil state: 
transparency, good governance and corporate social 
responsibility in Ghana 





ADAM, Mohammed Amin  
Speculative pricing of crude oil on international financial 
markets: implications for deregulated pricing of refined oil 





ADAMTEY, Ronald (CS) 
Improving health care through decentralizion: under what 
conditions can some municipal health directorates perform 
better than others? A comparative study of six municipal health 
directorates in Ghana  






Human resources management in Ghana: the impact of 
external environment factors on human resources 
management practices in Ghana 






Exploring the socio-economic impact of African American 
tourists on southern Ghana 






Social mobility through the capability perspective: a case study 
of Ghana 









AGYEI-BOAPEAH, Henry  
Corporate financing in developing countries: evidence from 





Language use in FM radio phone-ins in Ghana 





Enrolment, agriculture, fertility and health in Ghana: analysis of 
the effects of education  






Millennium village project in Ghana: meddling with tradition or 
progressive development? 




AKAGURI, Luke A 
Private education for the poor? Exploring the limits and 
contributions to Education for All in Ghana 






Electricity industry policy options for small economies: the 
case of Ghana 





An examination of the impact of the intestate succession law of 
Ghana on the inheritance rights of widows and children 





Nutrition and child survival in Ghana: effectiveness of out-
patients treatment for severe-acute malnutrition in children 




ALHASSAN, Henry Shirazu 
Large dams in contemporary Africa: case studies of the 
Akosombo Dam and the Bui Dam Project of Ghana 










AMEZA, Enya Mensa 
Corporate governance and institutions in the developing 
economies: a study of the banking sector of Ghana 










Aid and education in Ghana 




Quality of work life and health and safety in the Ghanaian 
mining industry: a corporate social responsibility (CSR) 
approach 





Impact of development policies on rural poverty among 
smallholder farmers in eastern Ghana 






The interaction between international development assistance, 
sustainable forest management and local economic 
development in Ghana 






Reproductive health and the problem of unsafe abortions in 
Ghana  






Institutionalising customary and state participation in land 
allocation and land use planning in Ghana 
Prof R Crook 





An investigation into access to private sector affordable rented 
housing by lower income groups in Accra, Ghana 




ANKY-TSEDE, Olivia  
Regulation of financial sector in developing countries: the case 





APPAH, Clement  (CS) 






APPIAH, Daniel (CS) 
The politics of land administration reform in Ghana  





The dynamics and sociological relevance of the textuality of 





ASIMA, Prosper P D 
Continuities or discontinuities in gender ideologies and 
relations among Ghanaian migrants in the United Kingdom 











BANCHIRIGAH, Sadia Mohammed  
Alternative livelihoods: an effective strategy for poverty 
alleviation in Ghana's artisanal mining communities 





An African view of cremation and the philosophical problem of 










Risk factors and delinquency: a case-control study of 





Trade intermediation and enterprise upgrading in Ghana 





Ambiguities of international human rights discourse within the 
Gold Coast colonial context: contours of independence politics 
in the Gold Coast (1945-57) 






Gender, language and identity construction about Ghanaians 
in the diaspora 













Community development, decentralisation and social change: 
experiences from Ghana 





Traditional authorities and economic development in Ghana 






Exploring researchers' and policy stakeholders' perceptions of 
the relevance of research to policy in Ghana 






Improving human resource management at district level in the 
Ghana Health Service 





Prospects for fair trade gold: a critical analysis of small-scale 
mining in Ghana 





What factors contribute to the functioning or failure of 
wastewater treatment plants in developing countries? [India, 
Pakistan, Ghana] 





CODJOE, Emmanuel A 
The interrelationships between trade, foreign direct investment 
and economic growth in Ghana  






Marketing in different economies: a comparative study of 





Handwashing indicators and childhood diarrhoeal morbidity in 
Ghana 





What are the socio-economic and health impacts of micro 
credit for women in the northern region of Ghana? 











Educational development under the Ghana poverty reduction 
strategy paper 2003-2005: a case study of Atiwa District 





Land use, gender and cocoa farming in Ghana 






The impact of HIV/AIDS pandemic on household livelihood in 
Ghana: the case of the Ghana-Togo border region 





The use and improvement of routine data for maternal health 
surveillance in Ghana and other low-income countries 





Conflicts and conflict resolution in Ghana 





Ecotourism development in Ghana: a post colonial study with 
focus on Boabeng-Fiema Monkey Sanctuary and Kakum 
National Park 




ESSON, James  






What factors contribute to the functioning or failure of 
wastewater treatment plants in developing countries? 




FASSETTA, Giovanna  










Seed yam systems in Northern Ghana: the role of smallscale 















Land tenure reform and poverty reduction: formalisation and 
privatization of land rights as a tool for rural development in 
northern Ghana  






The process of decolonisation in the Gold Coast/Ghana (and 
possibly Nigeria) and the role of money and other symbols and 
tools of nationalism in the nation-building process 




GADEGBEKU, Cynthia  
Cultural practices and contraceptive use in Ghana 






Gender and domestic water resource management in the 
Akatsi District of Ghana 





GHARTEY, S G 
Rural junior secondary school education supervision in (central 
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ROHILLA, Suresh Kumar            85 
ROLLAND, Elizabeth                   60 
ROLLESTON, Caine                   16 
ROLLIER, Paul                            85 
ROLSTON, Yansie                      68 
ROMERO, Irene Gallego             85 
ROOKES, Peter                        118 
ROSE-INNES, Cleo                     46 
ROSEN, Norman                           7 
ROSENTHAL, Kelly                     54 
ROSS, Samantha                        41 
ROSSIDES, Yiannos                 110 
ROUTLEY, Laura                        23 
ROY, Anirban                              85 
ROY, Bivakar                               73 
ROY, Franziska                           70 
ROY, Subhadra                           60 
RUBAIHAYO, John                     44 
RUBINCAM, Clara                       54 
RUBNER, Nat                                7 
RUFF, Joy                                   23 
RUHWEZAIS, Daniel Ronald      44 
RUKWENGYE, Charles        34, 44 
RUNNING, Katherine                  54 
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RUSHWORTH, Elisabeth            41 
RUTHVEN, Orlanda O                54 
RWIGEMA, Jean Bosco              29 
RYAN, Casey M                            7 
RYAN, Keiran                              25 
RYSIEWICZ, Katarzyna            110 
SAAT, Siti Aisyah                      104 
SABEEH, S                                 92 
SACHDEVA, Shweta                   85 
SADAF, Lubaba                          92 
SAEED, Muhammad                   92 
SAEED, Sheba                            92 
SAEED, Tania                             92 
SAEIDINEZHAD, Elham              60 
SAFFA, Regina S                        25 
SAHA, Jonathan                          74 
SAHA, Niranjan                           85 
SAID, Lara                                 112 
SAID, Mulaimina                          38 
SAIDIN, Siti                               104 
SAINSBURY, Willow                 117 
SAJA, Mayowa                            23 
SAKA, Kwami Manful                  16 
SAKALA, Foster                          31 
SALAM, Umar                             92 
SALEH, Salida Nik                    104 
SALGADO-LYNN, Milena          104 
SALIFU, Walata                           16 
SALISBURY, Nicole                    54 
SALLEH, Safinar                       104 
SALT, Marie                                60 
SALVI, Francesa                         28 
SALWANI, Farah                       104 
SAMAD, Nayyer                          92 
SAMARASEKERA, Udeni           85 
SAMARAWEERA, Sudath           95 
SAMBO, M                                  41 
SAMBO-CHILUBANAMA, P        46 
SAMSON, Esuene                       23 
SAMSUDIN, Mohd bin               104 
SANCHEZ, Alan                          85 
SANCHEZ-CACICEDO, Amaia   95 
SANCHO, David                          85 
SANGHERA, Jaspreet                85 
SANGO, Tonson                         23 
SANSA, Godfrey                         41 
SANTOS, Ana Margerida            28 
SANTOS, Dominique                  54 
SANUDI, Mardziah                    104 
SAPIGNOLI, Maria                      47 
SARAWGI, Shreya                      85 
SARAZIN, Paul                8, 64, 113 
SARFOH, Kwadwo Ohene          16 
SARKER, Mohammad Shohrab  73 
SARTAIN, Sheree                       54 
SARWAR, Moizza B                    92 
SARWAR, Shamaila                    92 
SAUNDERS, Ethan R                 34 
SAUNDERSON, Ian                    54 
SAVVAS, Panaioyis                  110 
SAWADA, Nozomi                       23 
SAWCHUK, Christina                  60 
SAWICKI, Szymon                      85 
SAXENA, Sharad                        86 
SCARSELLI, Nicola                     48 
SCHULTE-HERBRUGGEN, B     0 
SCHULZE, Katrin                        23 
SCOTT, Claude                             2 
SCOTT, Lucy                              73 
SCOTT, Philippa                           8 
SECHELE, Latang                       47 
SEHGAL, Manu                             2 
SEITER, Jane                              67 
SEKIETE, Simon                         41 
SELASSIE, Alkebu                        8 
SELBY, Sharon                           60 
SELCUK, Jan                            110 
SELORMEY, Ernestina (Edem)  16 
SEN, Joydeep                             86 
SEN, Tanju                                  86 
SENANAYAKE, Mohotti              95 
SENARATNE, Sunari                  95 
SENEVIRATNE, Prajna               95 
SENGUPTA, Tania                      86 
SENGWAKETSE, M              47, 54 
SENIOR, Emily                            64 
SENSARKAR, Nilanjana       23, 86 
SEOW, Tricia                             106 
SERESSNGHE, Reshaal            95 
SERGEANT, Donna                    93 
SETSHEDI, Quinn                       47 
SEVASTJANOVA, Inga             104 
SHABA, Chester                          28 
SHAFFNER, Justin                    117 
SHAH, Imran Hussain                 70 
SHAH, Mihika                              86 
SHAH, Vyoma                             93 
SHAHNAWAZ, Shishir                10 
SHAMI, Mahvish                          93 
SHAMS, Fawad                           93 
SHAMS, Khadija                          93 
SHAMSUDDIN, K                      104 
SHAMSUDDUHA, M                   73 
SHARBINI, Sukri                       106 
SHARIF, M Y                               93 
SHARIFFUDDIN, Mohd             104 
SHARMA, Janhwi                        86 
SHARMA, Prashant                     86 
SHARMA, Shalini                        86 
SHARMA, Yashaswini                 86 
SHATRI, Devdutt                         86 
SHEALES, Fiona                         16 
SHEIKH, Abdullah                       93 
SHEIKH, Karim Sajjad           73, 93 
SHIKAPUTO, Mutambalale         31 
SHINDE, Pradeep                       86 
SHINGTON, Garich Lim            117 
SHITTU, Whanda                        23 
SHOCHAT, Sharon                     23 
SHOUGHRY, Nida                    112 
SHU-HUI, Hou                             65 
SHUID, Syafiee                         104 
SHUKRI, Madihah                     105 
SHUNG KING, Maylene              54 
SIDDIQI, Bilal                          8, 70 
SIDDIQI, Farhan                          93 
SIDDIQUE, Soofia                       86 
SIKATEYO, Bornwell                   31 
SIKES, Michelle                           38 
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SIMELANE, Qandelihle               34 
SINGH, Chabungbam                 86 
SINGH, Devika                            86 
SINGH, Priyadarshini                  86 
SINGH, Yasna                             86 
SITHOLE, Moreblessing              33 
SKELT, Joanna                           25 
SLATER, Bryony                         60 
SLIGHT, John                                2 
SMALL, Penny                          117 
SMERDON, Claire                       61 
SMITH, Angel                              65 
SMITH, Chris                             117 
SMITH, Danielle                        117 
SMITH, Don                                 61 
SMITH, Erin                                 95 
SMITH, Patrick                            67 
SMITH, Tom Aneurin                   41 
SOHAIL, Afshan                          93 
SOHERWORDI, Syed                 93 
SONGHURST, Anna                   47 
SOTTIE, Cynthia                         16 
SOUTHAM, Andrew                      2 
SOUTHARD, Mark                      93 
SPAHAT, Noraisah                    105 
SPANO, Elisabetta                      47 
SPARKES, Hilary                        66 
SPARY, Carole                            86 
SPENCE, Daniel Owen                 2 
SPIEGEL, Samuel                       34 
SPITERI, Joanna                       112 
SPITERI, Sharon                       112 
SRINIVASAN, Krithika                 86 
SRIVASTAV, Shweta                  86 
ST GEORGE, Philippa                70 
STANILAND, Luke                      54 
STANISLAWSKY, Jens-Filip       73 
STANLEY, Alison                        54 
STANLEY, Richard                      25 
STASCHEN, Stefan                    44 
STEGEN, Oliver                          41 
STELMAN, Ursula                       44 
STEVEN, John Paahoni              25 
STEVENS, John A                      86 
STEWART, Ngozi Finette            24 
STITSART, Pana                       106 
STOCEKL, Andrea                      73 
STONE, Helen Delight                61 
STONEHOUSE, Aidan                44 
STRACHEY, Antonia                   86 
STRICKLAND, Keir                     95 
STRONGE, Wendy                     55 
STRUEBIG, Matthew                105 
STURROCK, Hugh                  9, 38 
STYLES, Tanya                           70 
SUBRAMANI, Vijaya                   86 
SUCKALL, Natalie                       10 
SUD, Nikita                                  87 
SUGGATE, Simon                     105 
SUJOMAL, Sujo                          93 
SUKATI, Mphumuzi A                   8 
SULLIVAN, Ruth                         87 
SUMANARATNE, Balamanage   96 
SUMON, Mahmudal                    73 
SUNDERESAN, Jayaraj              87 
SUTTON, Alex                           105 
SVIRNOVSKAIA, Assia               41 
SWAIN, Ashwini                          87 
SWAN, Eileadh                           16 
SWANEPOEL, Paul                    34 
TACK, Daniel                             112 
TAGHIOF, Daniel                        87 
TAINTURIER, Francois               74 
TAJ, Aamer                                 93 
TAKALA-GREENIS, Lotta           55 
TAKON, Nelson                           24 
TANEDA, Masataka                      8 
TANTUA, Ben                              24 
TANWIR, Maryam                       93 
TARUVINGA, Agnes                   33 
TASELI, B                                  110 
TAYLOR, Emma Michelle           44 
TAYLOR, Holly                          117 
TAYLOR, Linnett E M                  16 
TAYLOR, Stephen                       55 
TEDDY, Gina                               16 
TELFER, Doris                            10 
TEMBO, Doreen                          31 
TENGEY, Samuel                       16 
TENKU IZHAM, Tenku              105 
TENNAKOON, Anula                   6 
TERRY, Geraldine                      45 
TETTAH, Lovelace                      16 
THOMAS, Mike                           61 
THOMPSON, David                    61 
THOMSON, Kirstie                    115 
THORADENIYA, Darshi              96 
THORESON, Ryan Richard          8 
THORNTON, Amara         112, 113 
TICHIT, Doria                              87 
TIJMSTRA, Sylvia A R                61 
TILAKARATNA, Ganga               96 
TILCHE, Alice                              87 
TILLEY, Helen L                          41 
TIPCHANTA, Deekana                  8 
TISSERA, Hasitha                       96 
TITUMIR, Rashed Al Mahnud      3 
TOFARIS, Stelios                        87 
TOLD, Michaela                          96 
TOLLINGTON, Simon                 56 
TOM, Patrick                         25, 48 
TRAILL, Richard                          55 
TRENTINI, Daria                         28 
TSAGALAS, Dimitrios               110 
TSOPANAKIS, Georgios             16 
TSUBURA, Machiko                    41 
TUKE, Victoria                             87 
TURKISTANI, Muhramalnessa   55 
TURKSON, Festus Ebo               16 
TURNER, Claire                          61 
TURNER, Joseph                        47 
TURRENT, V                               25 
TUU, Gordon N-yelkabo              16 
TWIDALE, Kirsten               61, 115 
TWIDLE, Hedley                          55 
TZIORTZIA, Athanasia              110 
UCHE-PETERS, Adiela               24 
UDDIN, Mohi                               73 
UKPAI, Olugu                              24 
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UMAHI, Okechukwu Timothy      24 
UNDERHILL-STOCKS, D           55 
UPADHYAYA, Radha                  38 
URASSA, Justin K                       41 
URZUA, Osvaldo                       115 
USANI, Usani                              24 
USMAN, Ahmed                          93 
UZOIGWE, Michael                     24 
UZONWANNE, Godfrey              10 
VALLIPURANATHAN, Murali      96 
VALSAMAKIS, Antoinette           55 
VAN ALSTINE, James                55 
VAN BOCKHAVEN, Vicki              8 
VAN GINNEKEN, Nadja              87 
VAN HEERDEN, Oscar         46, 55 
VAN LENEN, Xavier                    61 
VAN ROOIJEN, D J               17, 87 
VAN-CRIEKINGE, Tine    , 64, 113 
VANDERHOVEN, David             55 
VARNAVA, Marilena                 110 
VASAN, Ashwin                           47 
VASSALLO, Mario             111, 112 
VAUGHAN, Christopher          9, 48 
VEALE, Lucy                           2, 87 
VELENYI, Edit                             87 
VERASAMMY, Gail                     64 
VERNON, Dylan                          64 
VERSAILLES, Bruno             26, 34 
VETTIVELOO, Rosh                 105 
VEZHA, Vincent Munyaradzi       33 
VIDANAGE, Harinda Ranura      96 
VIDYARTHEE, Kaushal              87 
VIJH, Rajneesh                           87 
VINYA, Royd                               31 
VIRK, Amrit                                  87 
VOLPI, Marianna                       105 
VONGASATHORN, Kathleen      45 
WADE, Amy                                17 
WAFER, Alex                              55 
WAGHMORE, Suryakant            87 
WAHAJ, Zujaja                            93 
WAHID, Sohail                            93 
WAITSCHAT, Joey                      61 
WALISZEWSKI, Wojciech           10 
WALLACE, Kevin                  31, 33 
WALLIS, Joanne                       117 
WALLS, Rachel                           61 
WALSH, Jacqueline            61, 115 
WALTERS, Daryl J E                  68 
WANG, Mei-Chuen                      61 
WANG, Qiaoping                           8 
WANYAKALA, Tom                     45 
WARD, Kathleen                         61 
WARD, Sinead                            74 
WARIS, Attiya                              38 
WARNOH, Syahliza                  105 
WARREN, Hannah Marie            17 
WARREN, Kristy                         65 
WARREN-RODRIGUEZ, Alex     28 
WASHBROOK, Amanda             55 
WASILUK, Kendra                     115 
WASTI, Syed Ashraf                   93 
WATERS, Jen V                        110 
WATMOUGH, Gary                     87 
WAZED, Soniya                          73 
WEBB, Brian                               61 
WEBB, Martin                              87 
WEBSTER, Sarah               61, 115 
WEERAWARDHANA, C              96 
WEINEL, Martin                           55 
WEKESA, Eliud                           38 
WELBY, Elizabeth                       87 
WELTY, Emily                             34 
WEN, Jing                                     8 
WESSON, Murray R                    55 
WEST, Renee                             68 
WHITE, Laura                              30 
WHITFIELD-NUNWICK, C          55 
WHITTALL, Daniel               , 8, 64 
WHYTE, Christine                       25 
WICKREMESOORIYA, Shalini   96 
WIEGRATZ, Jörg                        45 
WIJESUNDERA, S D W              96 
WILHELM-SOLOMON, M           45 
WILKINSON, David                     61 
WILLCOCK, Simon                     41 
WILLIAMS, Christopher               65 
WILLIAMS, Elissa                        45 
WILLIAMS, Muhammed              17 
WILLIAMS, Rebecca                   87 
WILLIAMS, Sam                          33 
WILLIAMS, Sian                          64 
WILSHAW, Alex                          38 
WILSON, Katy                             38 
WING-FAI, Leung                        97 
WINTERBOTTOM, Anna        2, 70 
WIRTH, Jonathan                        33 
WITTERICK, Susan                  115 
WITTMEN, Aruna                      115 
WONG, Alex                                97 
WONG, Chin Huat                     105 
WONG, Christina                         61 
WONG, Kenny                           105 
WONG, Susan                             96 
WOOD, Chris                            115 
WOODS, Eric Taylor                   61 
WOOLDRIDGE, Robert               61 
WOOLLARD, Penny                    67 
WOOLLEN, Emily                          8 
WORKMAN, Anna                       25 
WOSU, Adaona                           28 
WRATHMELL, Sarah                  96 
WREN, Susan Alison                  38 
WRIGHT, Christopher               115 
WRIGHT, Katherine                      8 
WU, Pei-chien                           105 
YAACOB, Sam Shor Nahar       105 
YAB, Jimmy                                   8 
YAHYA, Farouk                         105 
YAHYA, Ros Anita                     105 
YAMAOKA, Hiromi                    105 
YANGA, Martina L                         8 
YANNIAS, Alexandra                  55 
YARDE, Therese                         64 
YARRINGTON, Matthew             73 
YATOO, Mumtaz                         88 
YEBOAH, Eric                             17 
YEBOAH, Josephine                   17 





YEH, Er-Jian                                  2 
YONG, Sook                              105 
YOSHIDA, Tamaki                      41 
YOUSUF, Khalil                             8 
YUKSEL, Nalan                           38 
YUSHA'U, Muhammad                24 
YUSOF, Zatun Najahah            105 
ZADENG, Lalrunawama              88 
ZAHIR, Muhammad                     93 
ZAINAL, Aslin                            105 
ZAKARIA, Abdullah                   105 
ZAKARIA, Zalina                       105 
ZAKARIYA, Zainizam                105 
ZARA, Cristiana                           88 
ZETTERSTROM-SHARP, J        26  
ZGADZAJ, Asia                             8 
ZHU, Lianbi                                 61 
ZHUAWU, Collin                          56 
ZOMMERS, Zinya                       45 




Commonwealth member nations, former members of the Commonwealth and those 
countries and areas that have had a past association with Britain as colonies, 
protectorates or trust territories that are covered by the Register
Aden (1839-1967) 
Anguilla 
Antigua and Barbuda 
Ascension 
Australia 





Basutoland (later Lesotho) 
Bechuanaland (later Botswana) 
Belize 
Bermuda 
Borneo (later Malaysia) 
Botswana  
British Antarctic Territory 
British Cameroons (later Cameroon) 
British Columbia (later Canada) 
British Guiana (later Guyana) 
British Honduras (later Belize) 
British Solomon Islands (later Solomon Islands) 
British Virgin Islands 
Brunei Darussalam 





Ceylon (later Sri Lanka) 
Christmas Islands 




East Pakistan (later Bangladesh) 
Ellice Islands (later Tuvalu) 
Falkland Islands 




Gilbert Islands (later Kiribati) 




Hong Kong (1897-1997) 
Hudson’s Bay Territories (Rupert’s Land) (later Canada) 
India 





















Newfoundland (later Canada) 
New Guinea (later Papua New Guinea) 





Northern Rhodesia (later Zambia) 
Nova Scotia (later Canada) 
Nyasaland (later Malawi) 
Ontario (later Canada) 
Orange Free State 
Pakistan  
Palestine (1919-1971) 
Papua (later Papua New Guinea) 
Papua New Guinea  
Pitcairn 
Prince Edward Island (later Canada) 
Qatar (1916-1971) 
Quebec (later Canada) 
Rhodesia (later Zimbabwe) 
Ross Dependency 
Rwanda  
St Christopher, Nevis (later St Kitts & Nevis) 
St Helena 
St Kitts & Nevis 
St Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla 
St Lucia 
St Vincent & the Grenadines  
Samoa (formerly Western Samoa) 





Somaliland Protecorate (1896-1960) 
South Africa 
South Georgia 
South Sandwich Islands  
South West Africa (later Namibia) 
Southern Rhodesia (later Rhodesia) 
Sri Lanka 
Straits Settlements (later Malaysia and Singapore) 
Sudan (1885-1956) 
Swaziland 
Tanganyika (later Tanzania) 
Tanzania  





Trinidad (later Trinidad and Tobago) 
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Trinidad and Tobago  
Tristan da Cunha 
Trucial States (1892-1971) 
Turks and Caicos Islands 
Tuvalu 
Uganda 
Vancouver Island (later Canada) 
Vanuatu 
Wei Hei Wei (1898-1930) 
Western Samoa 
Zambia 
Zanzibar (later Tanzania) 
Zimbabwe (left Commonwealth Nov 2003)
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Appendix 2:  






















Social & Policy Studies 
 
Birmingham 
Geography, Earth & Environmental Sciences 
International Development 
Political Science & International Studies 
Theology & Religion 
West African Studies 
 
Bradford 




Arts Centre for Research & Development 
Environment & Technology 
Health & Social Science 
 
Bristol 


















History of Art 
Judge Business School 
Land Economy 
Linguistics 




City & Regional Planning 
History & Archaeology 
Law 




Cultural Policy & Management 
 
Dundee 
Accounting & Finance 
Centre for Energy, Petroleum, Mineral Law & Policy 
Economic Studies 
Environmental Systems Research Group 
 
Durham 












Literature & Creative Writing 
Norwich Business School 
Political, Social & International Studies 
Social Work & Psychology 
World Art Studies & Museology 
 
East London 








Environmental Change & Sustainability 
Grant Institute of Earth Science 
History 
Human Geography 
Islamic & Middle Eastern Studies 
Linguistics & English Language 
Politics & International Relations 












Accounting & Finance 
Archaeology 
Ecology & Evolutionary Biology 
Economic & Social History 
Economics 
English Literature 
History of Medicine 
Infection & Immunity 
Law 
Management 
Public Health & Health Policy 
Sociology, Anthropology & Applied Social Sciences 









Wilberforce Institute for the Study of Emancipation & Slavery 
 
Imperial College 






Anthropology & Conservation 
Architecture 
Durrell Institute of Conservation & Ecology 
Economics 





Health & Social Science 





English & Creative Writing 
Health Research 
Linguistics & English Language 
Marketing 












Politics & International Studies 












Archaeology, Classics and Egyptology 
Architecture 
Civic Design 





English & Humanities 
Geography, Environment & Development Studies 








Institute of Education 
Arts & Humanities 
Culture & Pedagogy 
Early Childhood 
Education & International Development 
Geography, Enterprise, Mathematics & Science 
Psychology & Human Development 
Social Science Research Unit 




English Language & Literature 









London School of Hygiene & Tropical 
Medicine 
Epidemiology & Population Health 
Infectious & Tropical Diseases 
Public Health & Policy 
 

















Politics & International Relations 
 
Royal Holloway 






Politics & International Relations 
 
School of Advanced Studies 
Institute of Advanced Legal Studies 
Institute of Commonwealth Studies 
Institute of Historical Research 
Institute for the Study of the Americas 
 
School of Oriental & African Studies 
Africa 
Anthropology & Sociology 
Art & Archaeology 
Development Studies 
Economics 





Politics & International Studies 
South Asia 
Study of Religions 
 












Institute for the Study of European Transformation 
 
London South Bank 
Research & Business Development Office 
 
Loughborough 
Art & Design 
Civil & Building Engineering 
Geography 
Social Sciences 
Sport & Exercise Sciences 
 
Manchester 
Earth, Atmospheric & Environmental Sciences 
Economics 
Geography 
Institute for Developmental Planning & Management 
Law 
Manchester Business School 





English Research Institute 
 
Newcastle 
Agriculture, Food & Rural Development 
Architecture 
Biology 
Centre for Research in Environmental Appraisal & 
Management 
Civil Engineering & Geosciences 









Politics & International Relations 
Sociology & Social Politics 

















Geography, Earth Sciences & Environmental Sciences 
 
Portsmouth 









Geography, Archaeology & Paleoecology 
History & Anthropology 
Law 
Management 
Politics, International Studies & Philosophy 
Sociology, Social Policy & Social Work 
 
Reading 



















Health & Related Research 
History 














Social Sciences & Law 
 
Southampton 
Aging & Gerontology 








National Oceanography Centre 
Politics & International Relations 
Social Statistics & Demography 
Social Work Studies 
Sociology & Social Policy 
 
Stirling 
Accounting & Finance 
Aquaculture 
Biological & Environmental Sciences 
Business & Organisation 
Education 






Geography & Sociology 
Government 






























Comparative American Studies 
English & Comparative Studies 
History 
Law 
Politics & International Relations 
Warwick Business School 
 
West of England 










Economics & Related Studies 
History 
Politics 
Social Work & Social Policy 
Theatre, Film & Television 
Women’s Studies 
 
